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Abstract

Developments in the field of aviation have been constantly pushing the boun-

daries of aircraft in terms of dynamics, performance, and efficiency. Concepts

which were previously only theoretical, are now becoming feasible thanks to

new materials, actuators, control systems, and other technologies. Wings are

becoming lighter, more efficient, and more flexible with composite materials

and new designs. This brings new challenges in terms of control and safety.

In parallel, new concepts such as morphing wings, are replacing conventio-

nal control surfaces with a smooth and deformable wing, which deforms in

a controlled manner and thereby ensures the function of the control surfaces.

This work deals with the design of structured control laws motivated by de-

velopments in flexible and morphing wings. The dynamics of these systems

tend to be quite complex. However, we can recognize specific structures and

identify links within the system to guide the control design. With an appropri-

ate interpretation of the model and the mentioned links, control design can be

approached in a structured way. The advantages of such approach are the dis-

tribution of the task into smaller and more manageable units, easy scaling, and

intuitive tuning. The design of decentralized control laws based on the sys-

tem’s structure is firstly presented on a one-dimensional structure in Chapter

2. However, the mentioned approach cannot be directly applied to multidi-

mensional systems which are the main motivation of this work. Therefore, a

second algorithm for the control law synthesis is proposed in Chapter 3. Even

in this case, the task is simplified, but it already uses LMIs and other princi-

ples, which are expanded in the fourth chapter, where the controlled system

is a wing model represented by a FEM structure together with a model of

actuators and aerodynamics.

Keywords: decentralized control, morphing wing, aeroelasticity, active dam-

ping, vibration suppression, mechanical structures, linear matrix inequalities
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Abstrakt

Vývoj v oblasti letectvı́ neustále posouvá hranice letadel z pohledu dyna-

miky, výkonu i účinnosti. Dřı́ve pouze teoretické koncepty se stávajı́ realizo-

vatelnými dı́ky novým materiálům, aktuátorům, řı́dicı́m systémům a dalšı́m

technologiı́m. Křı́dla se s kompozitnı́mi materiály a novými konstrukcemi

stávajı́ lehčı́, efektivnějšı́ a flexibilnějšı́. To přinášı́ nové výzvy z pohledu

řı́zenı́ a bezpečnosti. Paralelně také vznikajı́ nové koncepty, jako jsou mor-

fujı́cı́ křı́dla nahrazujı́cı́ konvenčnı́ řı́dicı́ plochy hladkou a spojitou plochou

křı́dla, které se kontrolovaně deformuje a tı́m zajišt’uje funkce řı́dicı́ch ploch.

Tato práce se zabývá návrhem strukturovaných řı́dicı́ch zákonů motivovaných

flexibilnı́mi a morfujı́cı́mi křı́dly. Dynamika těchto systémů bývá poměrně

komplexnı́, nicméně v nı́ můžeme nalézt určité struktury a vazby. Vhodnou

interpretacı́ modelu a zmiňovaných vazeb pak lze i k řı́zenı́ přistoupit struktu-

rovaně. Výhodou je rozloženı́ úlohy na menšı́ a snáze řešitelné celky, snadné

škálovánı́ a intuitivnı́ laděnı́. Design decentralizovaných řı́dicı́ch zákonů, které

vycházı́ ze struktury systému, práce prezentuje nejprve na jedno-dimenzionálnı́

struktuře. Uvedený přı́stup ovšem nelze přı́mo aplikovat na vı́cedimenzionálnı́

systémy, kterými je tato práce motivována. Dále je proto navržen druhý algo-

ritmus pro syntézu řı́dicı́ho zákonu. I v tomto přı́padě je úloha zjednodušena,

nicméně již využı́vá LMI a dalšı́ principy, které jsou rozšı́řeny ve čtvrté kapi-

tole, kde je řı́zený systém model křı́dla reprezentovaný FEM strukturou do-

plněnou o model aktuátorů a aerodynamiky.

Klı́čová slova: decentralizované řı́zenı́, morfujı́cı́ křı́dlo, aeroelasticita, ak-

tivnı́ tlumenı́, potlačenı́ vibracı́, mechanické struktury, lineárnı́ maticové ne-

rovnosti
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1. Introduction

Aircraft wings are the most essential components determining aircraft per-

formance and efficiency. Therefore, considerable effort is focused on weight

reduction, increasing wing aspect ratios, wing surface and geometry improve-

ment, etc. These goals also bring requirements on materials and construc-

tion. Modern composite materials make it possible to fulfill most require-

ments very well. The result is then a highly efficient and flexible wing struc-

ture where aeroelasticity and loads must be consistently taken into account.

Aerodynamics, inertia and elastic forces acting in aeroelastic systems bring

aeroelastic phenomena Flutter and Buffetting. Flutter is the most important of

those phenomena, causing a dynamic instability of aeroelastic structures such

as wings. It can take various forms involving various interacting modes (wing

bending & torsion, wing torsion & control surface, etc). These self-excited

oscillations occur above the critical/flutter speed, which can lead to aircraft

destruction in a matter of seconds.

Aeroelasticity is thus a required and important part of safety-check proce-

dures during aircraft designs, which all aircraft have to meet. In Europe, civil

aircraft are designed to meet European Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA)

regulations and standardization. Similar authority in the U.S. is Federal Avi-

ation Administration (FAA). One of their common objectives is ensuring that

the aircraft is free from flutter throughout its flight envelope. A minimum re-

quired flutter margin is usually 15% above design dive speed VD. That should

provide a reasonable safety margin for different mass distributions, variations

of structural properties, parameter inaccuracies, etc.

In general, there are two ways to prevent flutter. One way is wing con-

struction redesign respecting the flight envelope and flutter margins. Then,

the typical consequence is a weight increase and, thus, an efficiency decrease

at the same time. In the second case, the control systems solve this problem
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1.0. INTRODUCTION

without changing the wing structure. Wing oscillations are suppressed thanks

to the appropriate control surface actions based on real-time measurements.

The control law thus ensures sufficient damping of the wing. There are many

control design strategies used for this purpose.

Goals

We aim to design structured control laws suitable for flexible wing concepts.

The control law design respecting the system structure should be easily scal-

able with clear physical interpretation. Its application must ensure safe and

efficient wing function. The dissertation goal could be summarized in the fol-

lowing objectives.

a) Develop easily scalable design algorithms for decentralized control laws

focused on active damping of mechanical flexible structures.

b) Expand the developed algorithms to aeroelastic problems, namely to

active control approaches for flutter resistance augmentation.

c) Demonstrate applicability of the developed methods for emerging mor-

phing wing concepts.

Outline

This dissertation started with Fixed-Structure H∞ control synthesis and other

approaches applied to the aeroelasticity problems. In this context, we used

standard simulation models (based on strip theory) and built a wind tunnel

experimental setup (Figure 1.1). Concerning the size of the wind tunnel test

section (750mm), the experimental setup was simplified. The rigid wing con-

struction with two control surfaces was mounted on vertical rails with springs

2



1.0. INTRODUCTION

representing wing stiffness and damping. The first control surface represents

another degree of freedom coupled with springs. The second control surface

was controlled based on information from the accelerometer and dampened

the wing.

Figure 1.1: Wind tunnel experiment for active flutter attenuation.

The Fixed-Structured H∞ design methodology offers an efficient method

to obtain multivariable control laws with predefined controller structure by

specifying closed-loop frequency response requirements. The control design

principle is similar to standard H∞ synthesis. However, we minimize the H∞

norm under the controller complexity constraints. Thus, we can get low-

order controllers even for high-order systems and often without losing much

performance compared to full-order design. Fixed-structure H∞ design also

enables consideration of variability in system parameters, which is important

from a robustness point of view. The resulting robust controller fulfills its role

even under the assumption of expected changes in the system. It could be a
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1.0. INTRODUCTION

change in mass, altitude, speed, etc.

This approach significantly increases the flutter speed and improves the

dynamic behavior of a flexible wing. Nevertheless, the controller tuning re-

alized through the weighting filters does not have to be simple in some cases.

Weighting filter design requires a certain experience, and small filter changes

may produce dramatically different results.

In 2017 FlexSys and NASA with Air Force successfully flight-tested a

Glufstream III aircraft with variable geometry trailing edge structure. This

experiment made morphing wings a realistic solution and variable wing ge-

ometry was no longer just science fiction. FlexSys presented a unique Adap-

tive Compliant Trailing Edge (ACTE) with possible deformation from -9◦ to

+40◦ and a response rate of 30◦/s. Then, the direction of the dissertation be-

gan to move to the morphing wing control. A morphing wing presents an

opportunity to increase the performance and efficiency of an aircraft. How-

ever, its control is challenging; nevertheless, completely new control options

arise.

Current conventional wings are usually designed for either a single cruise

flight condition or by using a weighted combination of multiple flight condi-

tions, and they are thus not optimal for a wide range of flight modes. Contin-

uously variable profile geometries promise significantly increased efficiency,

minimized drag, and low noise levels compared to wings with conventional

control surfaces with necessary constructional gaps. Morphing wing replaces

these control surfaces, such as ailerons, flaps, slats, etc., with a smooth vari-

able changing wing shape.

The ability to smoothly shape a wing profile is associated with special

constructions, flexible composite materials, and smart materials such as Shape

Memory Alloys (SMA). The mechanical construction of morphing wings is

still challenging. However, in this area, we can see progress and the efforts

of even large institutions and companies such as NASA or Boeing. Many aca-

4



1.0. INTRODUCTION

demic small-scale projects are also solving questions regarding this topic. We

also have developed our constructions (see Figure 1.2) to be able to realize

wind tunnel experiments (Figure 1.3) with the morphing wing.

Figure 1.2: Construction of the morphing wing wind tunnel segment.

Our own morphing wing construction is made from a 3D-printed skeleton

with flexible patterns in cross-section. The skeleton is flexible and pressure-

resistant. Several versions of these constructions were equipped by Micro

Fiber Composite (MFC). This actuator type proved inadequate, and the next

versions are instrumented with classical servo motors. Servo motors offer

more force, and they are also easy to control. A thin layer of latex is glued

on the flexible trailing edge construction. It provides sufficient flexibility and

covering. The leading edge hides the servos and is covered with stretched

foil.

(a) CAD model. (b) Realization in a wind tunnel.

Figure 1.3: Morphing wing demonstrator.
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1.0. INTRODUCTION

From the previous description of the morphing wing demonstrator, we

can see the wing as a flexible structure with individually controlled fragments

containing actuators. The thesis represents this system by a dynamical model

combining FEM model of the structure, actuators models, and aerodynam-

ics. Details about the model are given later. However, the repetitive structure

obtained from FEM modeling and an even distribution of actuators are im-

portant. In other words, our dynamical model can be formulated as a set of

system fragments connected by physical links inside the dynamical model,

see Figure 1.4. Each system fragment contains its actuator and corresponds

to a particular wing part. All fragments are influenced by and influence their

neighbors through physical links. Chapter 2 brings a trivial example with a

one-dimensional system where masses are mentioned as system fragments,

and dampings and springs are links between those subsystems. The same

idea is applied in Chapters 3 and 4 with different subsystems and links.

Figure 1.4: Dynamical model interpretation as a group of subsystems with
physical links.
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1.0. INTRODUCTION

The mentioned structured H∞ control design is also applicable for this

type of system. However, for large-scale systems such as flexible morphing

wings, an augmented plant with morphing wing model and weighting filters

represents a high-order system, making this approach difficult to use. The

controller tuning is computationally demanding, and the desired result may

not be easily achievable. Therefore, our goal became to find a new approach

that could lead to scalable control design easily.

In this thesis, we use benefits arising from the repetitive structure of the

system and define control design strategies using just a small system fragment

with a model of link and a model of link structure. This approach to a system

description is practically identical with the description known from cooper-

ative control theory. The difference is only in the nature of links between

the subsystems (agents). Compared to our case, where the links between

fragments are physical and given, in distributed control theory links between

agents are part of the control law and thus/therefore subject to design.

By combining decentralized control with the described flexible systems,

we obtain a closed-loop dynamical system with inherent (physics-related)

links and control law-related links. This combination can be presented sim-

ilarly as in Figure 2.1 in Chapter 2. Decentralized control law represents

additional connections inside the original system or may even represent con-

nections to the outside of this system. Thereby, we are changing the physical

parameters of the flexible system, such as stiffness and damping, or adding

extra stiffness and damping between the system and selected airframe com-

ponents e.g. the fuselage.

7



1.0. INTRODUCTION

Contribution

This thesis is motivated by flexible and morphing wings. We study these sys-

tem’s structures with their properties, and we design new control strategies.

Therefore, the key contribution is represented by new algorithms for decen-

tralized control of such systems. Despite our primary motivation, developed

algorithms are not limited just to the field of flexible or morphing wings.

The decomposition of large-scale systems into smaller subsystems with

common properties allows us to design a control law just for a small fragment

of the original system and then propagate the local control law over the whole

structure. This approach is known from Cooperative Control Theory where a

set of agents fulfill a common goal. However, agents are usually individual

autonomous systems without any physical interconnections. Flexible systems

such as morphing wings can similarly be split into smaller parts; nevertheless,

neighboring parts affect each other. Thus, results from cooperative control

cannot be used directly. Control design algorithms presented in the thesis

solve this problem. The resulting approach brings structured control laws

with clear physical interpretation. Therefore, the control system scaling or

final tuning is simple with the expected behavior.

The goals of this work were achieved and described in the following way.

We develop three algorithms for decentralized control low synthesis in Chap-

ters 2,3 and 4. In Chapter 2, an easily scalable control design for decentral-

ized active damping of one-dimensional structure is presented, and thus goal

a) was achieved. The goal b) is related to Chapters 3 and 4, decentralized

control synthesis to multi-dimensional flexible structures are developed. In

Chapter 3, the decentralized control design has limits depending on physical

links inside the system. To solve goal c), where the morphing wing is consid-

ered, a third algorithm in Chapter 4 was introduced.

8



1.0. INTRODUCTION

Organization of the thesis

The thesis is organized into three main parts corresponding to journal papers

that are already published. Chapter 2 demonstrates the decentralized active

damping of one-dimensional structures. We describe this simple model us-

ing Laplacian and Kronecker product. The principle of this description and

the role of distributed control law is best seen in this chapter. Decentralized

control of more complex structures is presented in Chapter 3 is focused on

multi-dimensional large-scale systems. However, the result still has some

limitations related to system’s degrees of freedom. This is solved in Chapter

4, which introduces a decentralized active damping control for an aeroelastic

morphing wing. Finally, the list of author’s publications is presented.

9



2. Low-complexity decentralized active

damping of one-dimensional structures

In the paper we propose distributed feedback control laws for active damp-

ing of one-dimensional mechanical structures equipped with dense arrays of

force actuators and position and velocity sensors. We consider proportional

position and velocity feedback from the neighboring nodes with symmetric

gains. Achievable control performance with respect to stability margin and

damping ratio is discussed. Compared to full-featured complex controllers

obtained by modern design methods like LQG, H-infinity or mu-synthesis,

these simplistic controllers are more suitable for experimental finetuning, are

less case-dependent and they shall be easier to implement on the target future

smart-material platforms.

This chapter was published in:

P. Hušek, F. Svoboda, M. Hromčı́k, Z. Šika, Low-Complexity Decentralized

Active Damping of One-Dimensional Structures, Shock and Vibration 2018

(2018) 1-9. doi:10.1155/2018/6421604.
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2.0. LOW-COMPLEXITY DECENTRALIZED ACTIVE DAMPING OF
ONE-DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURES

2.1 Introduction

The established paradigm in past and current active damping projects is as

follows. The mechanical object is defined first (plate, beam, car-door, wing

panel, etc.). Systems detailed design and modelling phases follow [1, 2] giv-

ing rise to very accurate FEM models with tens of thousands of degrees of

freedom. Alternatively for existing prototypes, the experimental identifica-

tion approach can be applied to get the mathematical models directly via

experimental modal analysis [3]. Model order reduction [1, 4] then gives

accurate enough yet tractable models for optimal actuators and sensors place-

ment [5, 6, 7]. Finally a very limited number of them is considered (say up to

twenty) for the design of the control laws [1, 8]. Finally, validation and ver-

ification of the solutions by high-fidelity simulations is performed, followed

by laboratory experiments and final deployment of the product. For any new

project - or even a relatively mild modification of a previously accomplished

project - all these steps must be performed (or re-visited) again. Implications

towards requested research and development costs are significant and obvi-

ous.

Therefore there is a need to use another type of control methodologies,

and recent advances in MEMS sensors and micro-actuators, ongoing inten-

sive research on new smart materials, and progress in computational power

pave the way to massive development of heavily distributed control in this

context.

Distributed control is now a very active field of research, thanks to po-

tential applications which require high scalability and reliability. The main

advantage of using distributed control is the locality of the necessary measure-

ment and actuation—the measurements are collected and processed in a dis-

tributed manner. This kind of control can be applied for automated highway

systems [9], car formations [10] and also flexible structures. The work [11]

11



2.1. INTRODUCTION

for instance studies a flexible beam model with bending and torsion motions,

and a distributed arrangement with two force-actuators and three moment-

actuators paired with rate gyros was elaborated. In [12] a dense network of

piezoelectric patch actuators was proposed to realize the distributed actua-

tion. In [13], a distributed piezoelectric actuation was involved and applied

to the placement problem of patches so that the deformations are suppressed

at pre-selected locations. Multipositive feedback approach for flexible struc-

ture control was presented in [14]. Since the flexible systems are passive by

nature, one can also employ a lot of results available for distributed control of

passive system [15, 16]. Completely passive solutions can be obtained using

piezostructures, as reported in [17].

One of the natural goals when dealing with control of flexible mechanical

structures is vibration suppression. One standard approach relies on applica-

tion of a large number of neutralizers placed in prespecified locations along

the structure composed from masses and springs. The goal is not only to de-

sign the neutralizers’ parameters but specify their locations as well since vi-

brations can be eliminated only at the attachment point of the vibrating beam

while amplification of vibration may occur in other parts of the beam. Dy-

namic vibration absorbers using magnetorheological elastomers were used in

[18]. In [19, 20] a set of optimum conditions for global control of the kinetic

energy based on the fixed-points theory was proposed. Dynamic transfer ma-

trices using mobility or impedance were used in [21]. In [22] an iterative

procedure was developed to find the required resonance frequencies of vari-

able stiffness neutralizers to create nodes at selected locations. Wide-band

frequency passive vibration attenuation design for the absorbers was intro-

duced in [23]. In [24] explicit model predictive vibration control was tested.

A different approach consists in control and attenuation of multiple travelling

waves propagated in a one-dimensional structure [25, 26, 27, 28]. Sliding

mode control on seat vibration reduction problem was applied in [29].

12



2.2. STRUCTURED CONTROL LAWS FOR SMART MATERIALS

2.2 Structured control laws for smart materials

The paper presents an attempt to systematic proportional decentralized position-

velocity feedback for active damping of mechanical structures equipped with

dense arrays of force actuators and position and velocity sensors. Such a con-

trol law is characterized by a very small number of parameters and simple

procedures for their tuning compared to centralized approach. Although the

results are presented for a one-dimensional structure model only it is believed

that a generalization to two-dimensional mechanical structures will be possi-

ble.

The research is motivated by vehicular platoon control where relative po-

sition and relative or absolute velocity feedback related to the preceding and

succeeding vehicle is often considered [30, 31, 32]. Nevertheless, the mea-

sure of control performance in both applications is different. For vehicular

platooning the main goal consists in preserving a prescribed spacing between

the vehicles and in keeping the leader’s velocity whereas when dealing with

mechanical structures a fast and adequate damping of the oscillating modes

is required. Hence the presented control design is focused on investigation

of feasible damping ratio of the least damped mode and achievable stability

margin of all modes.

Throughout the paper the superscript ·T denotes transpose, In stands for

n×n identity matrix, Re(·) and Im(·) denotes real and imaginary part, respec-

tively, ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product and σ(·) denotes the spectrum of a

matrix.

2.3 One-dimensional structure longitudinal model

Let us consider a one-dimensional structure composed from the masses m,

springs k̄ and dampings b̄, each of the same value. Let us assume that the

13



2.3. ONE-DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURE LONGITUDINAL MODEL

input forces may act on each individual mass independently and we are able

to measure positions and velocities of each mass, i.e. actuators and sensors

are placed in the same positions. Longitudinal vibrations of such a structure

can be described by a state-space model

˙̄x = Āx̄+ B̄ū (2.1)

where

x̄ = [p1, ṗ1, p2, ṗ2, . . . , pη , ṗη ]
T ∈ ℜ

2η , (2.2)

pi, i = 1, . . . ,η are the positions of the masses, η is the number of nodes and

ū ∈ ℜη is the vector of the input forces [32].

The matrices Ā ∈ ℜ2η×2η and B̄ ∈ ℜ2η×η are given by

Ā = Iη ⊗A1 +L⊗A2, (2.3)

B̄ = Iη ⊗ ([0 1]T)

with

A1 =

[
0 1

0 0

]
,A2 =

[
0 0

−k0 −b0

]
(2.4)

where k0 =
k̄
m , b0 =

b̄
m . The matrix L ∈ ℜη×η is the Laplacian of the graph

14



2.3. ONE-DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURE LONGITUDINAL MODEL

corresponding to the structure which is in this case given as

L =



1 −1

−1 2 −1
. . . . . . . . .

−1 2 −1

−1 1


. (2.5)

Since for practical reasons at least one of the nodes has to be fixed the

equation (2.1) becomes

ẋ = Ax+Bu (2.6)

where x ∈ ℜ2n, u ∈ ℜn come from x̄ and ū by omitting the entries correspond-

ing to the fixed nodes and n is the number of the non-fixed nodes.

The matrices A ∈ ℜ2n×2n and B ∈ ℜ2n×n are then given by

A = In ⊗A1 +Lg ⊗A2, (2.7)

B = In ⊗ ([0 1]T)

where the matrix Lg ∈ ℜn×n is called the grounded Laplacian that results

from Laplacian L (2.5) by omitting the rows and columns corresponding to

the fixed nodes. In the sequel we will assume without loss of generality that

the fixed nodes are the first and last one, n = η −2 and

Lg =



2 −1

−1 2 −1
. . . . . . . . .

−1 2 −1

−1 2


. (2.8)

15



2.3. ONE-DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURE LONGITUDINAL MODEL

The eigenvalues of Lg are all positive and are given by

λℓ = 2−2cos
( ℓπ

n+1

)
, ℓ= 1, . . . ,n. (2.9)

We will see later that from the eigenvalues (2.9) the minimum and maxi-

mum ones are of special interest. Those can be determined as

λmin = min
ℓ

λℓ = λ1 = 2−2cos
(

π

n+1

)
, (2.10)

λmax = max
ℓ

λℓ = λn = 2−2cos
( nπ

n+1

)
. (2.11)

In this paper we will use distributed control law where the control action

applied to each node depends symmetrically on relative positions and veloci-

ties with respect to its neighbors, i.e.

ui = −k(pi+1 − pi)− k(pi+1 − pi+2)−b(ṗi+1 − ṗi)−b(ṗi+1 − ṗi+2),

i = 1, . . . ,n, k,b ≥ 0 (2.12)

with p1 and pn+2 being fixed, see Fig. 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Distributed control law of a one-dimensional structure

16



2.3. ONE-DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURE LONGITUDINAL MODEL

The control law (2.12) can be written as

u = Kx = (Lg ⊗ [k b])x. (2.13)

After substituting (2.13) into (2.6) one obtains the description of the closed-

loop system

ẋ = Acx = (A+BK)x (2.14)

where

A+BK = In ⊗A1 +Lg ⊗A2 +Lg ⊗K2 = In ⊗A1 +Lg ⊗ (A2 +K2) (2.15)

with

K2 =

[
0 0

−k −b

]
. (2.16)

For determination of the eigenvalues of matrix Ac we will use the follow-

ing lemma.

Lemma [32].

σ(In ⊗ Ã1 + L̃⊗ Ã2) =
⋃

λℓ∈σ(L̃)

{σ(Ã1 +λlÃ2)}. (2.17)

□

Using lemma 1 we immediately obtain the following result:

σ(Ac) = σ(In ⊗A1 +Lg ⊗ (A2 +K2)) =⋃
λℓ∈σ(Lg)

{
σ

[
0 1

−λℓ(k0 + k) −λℓ(b0 +b)

]}
.

(2.18)
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It turns out that the closed-loop eigenvalues are given as the roots of the

characteristic equation

s2 +λℓ(b0 +b)s+λℓ(k0 + k) = 0, ℓ= 1, . . . ,n (2.19)

i. e.

s±ℓ =
−λℓ(b0 +b)±

√
λ 2
ℓ (b0 +b)2 −4λℓ(k0 + k)

2
, ℓ= 1, . . . ,n . (2.20)

2.4 Control strategies

There are many options where to place the closed-loop eigenvalues. Never-

theless, from the vibration suppression point of view the following two are

the most interesting ones.

2.4.1 Prescribed damping ratio

A quite natural option is to force all modes to be damped with a prescribed

minimum damping ratio ζmin ∈ [0,1]. From (2.20) one can see that if k is fixed

then with increasing value of b the least damped mode is that corresponding

to λmin. The ratio of imaginary and real part of the least damped mode that

corresponds to λmin is given by

ξmax =

∣∣∣∣∣ Im(s1)

Re(s1)

∣∣∣∣∣=
√

4λmin(k0 + k)−λ 2
min(b0 +b)2

λmin(b0 +b)
. (2.21)

Hence the minimum value of b satisfying this condition is given by

bdamp =

√
4(k0 + kdamp)

λmin(ξ 2
max +1)

−b0 (2.22)
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2.4. CONTROL STRATEGIES

where kdamp is set arbitrarily.

Since the corresponding damping ratio is given as

ζmin =

√
1

1+ξ 2
max

(2.23)

after substitution into (2.22) we obtain

bdamp = 2ζmin

√
k0 + kdamp

λmin
−b0. (2.24)

Let us define stability margin as

δ = min
ℓ

|Re(sℓ)|. (2.25)

Stability margin of such a control law is determined by the distance of

the least and most damped closed-loop eigenvalues, s1 and s+n , respectively,

from the imaginary axis for b = bdamp,k = kdamp. The distance of complex

conjugate s±1 corresponding to λmin whose position is given by the prescribed

damping ratio is given by

d(s±1 ) =−Re(s1) =
λmin(b0 +bdamp)

2
(2.26)

whereas distance of real s+n corresponding to λmax can be obtained as

d(s+n ) =
λmax(b0 +bdamp)−

√
λ 2

max(b0 +bdamp)2 −4λmax(k0 + kdamp)

2
.(2.27)

Stability margin is then given as minimum of (2.26) and (2.27),

ddamp = min{d(s±1 ),d(s
+
n )} (2.28)
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2.4. CONTROL STRATEGIES

which after some algebraic manipulations yields

ddamp = min

{
ζminλmin

√
k0 + kdamp,

√
λmax(k0 + kdamp)

(
ζmin

√
λmax

λmin
−

√
ζ 2

min
λmax

λmin
−1

)}
.

(2.29)

It should be noted that for very small damping (ζmin < λmin
λmax

) the eigen-

value sn is not real and the second term in (2.29) becomes complex and should

not be considered. Nevertheless, considering such a small damping is highly

impractical.

The dependence of stability margin on prescribed minimum damping ra-

tio given by (2.29) for n = 48 and k0 + kdamp = 1 is depicted in Fig. 2.2.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
0

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.07

ζ
min

δ

Figure 2.2: Stability margin dependence on damping ratio
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2.4.2 Maximum stability margin

Another interesting option is to find the control parameters that maximize the

stability margin (2.25). From (2.20) it follows that the stability margin of the

eigenvalues lying on real axis is determined by that corresponding to λmax

and stability margin of the eigenvalues lying out of real axis is determined by

those corresponding to λmin. Thus the maximum stability margin is achieved

if

Re(s±1 ) = Re(s+n ) (2.30)

where s1 and sn are the eigenvalues corresponding to λmin and λmax, respec-

tively.

Condition (2.30) can be written as

−λmin(b0 +b) =−λmax(b0 +b)+
√

λ 2
max(b0 +b)2 −4λmax(k0 + k) (2.31)

from which we obtain

bmarg =

√
4λmax(k0 + kmarg)

λmin(2λmax −λmin)
−b0 (2.32)

for arbitrarily chosen kmarg.

By substituting (2.32) in (2.30) we obtain the maximum stability margin

as

δmax =
√

k0 + kmarg

√
λmaxλmin

2λmax −λmin
. (2.33)

The ratio of imaginary and real part of the least damped mode that corre-
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2.4. CONTROL STRATEGIES

sponds to λmin is given by

ξmax =

∣∣∣∣∣ Im(s1)

Re(s1)

∣∣∣∣∣=
√

4λmin(k0 + kmarg)−λ 2
min(b0 +bmarg)2

λmin(b0 +bmarg)
(2.34)

that yields after substitution from (2.32) and some simplifications

ξmax =

√
1− λmin

λmax
. (2.35)

From that the damping ratio of the least damping mode follows as

ζmin =

√
1

1+ξ 2
max

=

√
λmax

2λmax −λmin
. (2.36)

The achievable stability margins for different values of n for both ap-

proaches are shown in Fig. 2.3 whereas the minimum damping ratio corre-

sponding to maximum stability margin is depicted in Fig. 2.4. Both figures

are plotted for k0 + kmarg = 1.
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of stability margins of both approaches depending
on number of nodes
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Figure 2.4: Minimum damping ratio for maximum stability margin approach
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2.5 Example

Let us illustrate the results derived in the previous section on an example. We

will consider the following parameters: m = 5 ·10−4 kg, b̄ = 3.3 ·10−3 Ns/m;

k̄ = 0.4N/m, n = 48. We set the control parameter k = kdamp = kmarg =

10N/m.

The minimum and maximum eigenvalues of the grounded Laplacian be-

come

λmin = 2−2cos
(

π

n+1

)
= 0.0041,

λmax = 2−2cos
( nπ

n+1

)
= 3.99 .

The minimum value of b = bdamp damping all the eigenvalues with mini-

mum damping ratio ζmin = 0.6 is given by

bdamp = 2ζmin

√
k0 + kdamp

λmin
−b0 = 527s−1 .

Such a control law guarantees the stability margin

δdamp = min{1.521,1.095}= 1.095 .

The position of dominant open- and closed-loop eigenvalues is plotted in

Fig. 2.5.

The value of control parameter b guaranteeing maximum stability margin

yields

bmarg =

√
4λmax(k0 + kmarg)

λmin(2λmax −λmin)
−b0 = 622s−1
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Figure 2.5: Dominant modes for minimum damping ratio ζmin = 0.6

corresponding to stability margin

δmax =
√

k0 + kmarg

√
λmaxλmin

2λmax −λmin
= 1.29.

Damping ratio of the least damped mode is given by

ζmin =

√
λmax

2λmax −λmin
= 0.707 .

The corresponding position of dominant open- and closed-loop eigenval-

ues is depicted in Fig. 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Dominant modes for maximum stability margin appraoch

To demonstrate the presented design we compare time and frequency re-

sponses of a point lying in the middle of the beam for different values of

damping ratios. The open-loop responses to initial condition pi(0) = 0.01m,

ṗi(0) = 0, i = 1, . . . ,n are shown in Fig. 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Initial condition displacement response of uncontrolled structure

The initial condition response for different prescribed minimum damping

ratios are depicted in Fig. 2.8. The Bode plots are compared in Fig. 2.9.
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Figure 2.8: Initial condition displacement response for different damping ra-
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Figure 2.9: Bode plot for different prescribed minimum damping ratios
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Let us compare the achieved results with other two standard design meth-

ods typically used by the control community. At first we design an LQ con-

troller with relative positions and velocities considered as measurable state

variables, i. e.

ui =
n

∑
j=1

(
− ki j(p j+1 − p j)− ki j(p j+1 − p j+2)−bi j(ṗ j+1 − ṗ j)

− bi j(ṗ j+1 − ṗ j+2)
)
, i = 1, . . . ,n.

The difference between the LQ and presented control law is that the LQ

control law uses relative positions and velocities between all neighbouring

nodes and not between the closest neighbors only as in (2.12). To force the

LQ control to use relative positions and velocities we introduce a modified

state vector

z = [p2 − p1 + p2 − p3, ṗ2 − ṗ1 + ṗ2 − ṗ3, . . . , pn+1 − pn + pn+1 − pn+2,

ṗn+1 − ṗn + ṗn+1 − ṗn+2]
T.

The criterion to be minimized is then given by

J =
∫

∞

0
(zTQz+uTRu)dt

resulting in LQ feedback control law

u = Kz
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2.5. EXAMPLE

with

K =


k22 b22 k23 b23 · · · k2n+1 b2n+1

k32 b32 k33 b33 · · · k3n+1 b3n+1
...

...
...

... · · ·
...

...

kn+12 bn+12 kn+13 bn+13 · · · kn+1n+1 bn+1n+1

 .

By tuning the weighting matrices Q and R to guarantee minimum damp-

ing ratio ζmin = 0.6 we obtained the corresponding stability margin δdamp =

1.162, see dominant poles in Fig. 2.10. Tuning the weighting matrices to

maximize stability margin we arrived to δmax = 1.01 with corresponding

ζmin = 0.903 that can be seen from dominant poles in Fig. 2.11. Hence

the dominant poles configuration is very similar to the proposed design (Fig.

2.5 and Fig. 2.6).

The control gains ki j and bi j for the former case are depicted in Fig. 2.12

and Fig. 2.13, respectively. One can see that the control law uses the relative

positions and velocities to the closest neighbors only and that the gains are

almost the same for all nodes.
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Figure 2.10: Dominant poles for LQ controller design, ζmin = 0.6
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Figure 2.11: Dominant poles for LQ controller design – maximum stability
margin
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Figure 2.12: Control gains ki j for LQ controller design, ζ = 0.6
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Figure 2.13: Control gains bi j for LQ controller design, ζ = 0.6
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To compare our methodology with another control design approach, we

formulated the task as an H∞ design for the fixed structure controller (2.12). It

can be easily done with hinfstruct() function in Matlab Robust Control Tool-

box. This tuning minimizes the H∞ norm of the closed-loop transfer func-

tion modeled by the closed-loop control system with tunable components and

weighting filters. In our case, the high-pass filter with cutoff frequency 8 rad/s

has been used to penalize all system modes.

The H-infinity design methodology offers efficient algorithms how to ob-

tain multivariable control laws by specifying closed-loop frequency response

requirements. This approach was used e.g. in [33], where authors compare

classical single-input single-output controllers with H-infinity approaches in

terms of robustness and performance. The order of the H-infinity control sys-

tem is however equal to the so called augmented plant containing the model of

the controlled system along with the weighting filters defining performance

and robustness requirements. This leads to excessively high order control

laws typically, with strong negative impact on implementation and experi-

mental fine-tuning. For this reason, in e.g. [34] there was a method presented

for the controller order reduction which is one possible way how to get con-

trol laws with reasonable complexity. Nevertheless, loss or deterioration of

closed-loop performance and/or stability is often an unwanted effect associ-

ated with this approach. Thanks to recent structured H-infinity control syn-

thesis results, see e.g. [35, 36] it is possible to receive the parameters of such

reduced-order controllers directly, minimizing the H-infinity norm under the

controller complexity constraints.

The Bode plots of original system, LQ controller tuned for prescribed

minimum damping ratio ζmin = 0.6, the H∞ controller and the proposed de-

sign for ζmin = 0.6 are compared in Fig. 2.14. The plots confirm that all

designs give very similar results.
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Figure 2.14: Bode plot for displacement for different control strategies

2.6 Conclusion

In the paper we presented an active approach of one-dimensional structures

with dense array of collocated sensors and actuators using proportional posi-

tion and velocity feedback control laws. The control law was formulated in a

distributive manner, i.e. each actuator uses information from its closest neigh-

bors only. The achievable stability margins and damping ratios were analyzed

based on the properties of Laplacian matrix describing the corresponding in-

formation graph. Comparison with LQ controller and H∞ designs shows that

the presented approach achieves similar results yet with much lower compu-

tational and actuator complexity.
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3. Decentralized control for large scale

systems with inherently coupled

subsystems

This paper brings a novel scalable control design methodology for Large-

Scale Systems (LSS). Such systems are considered as multi-agent systems

with inherent interactions between neighboring agents. The presented de-

sign methodology uses single-agent dynamics and their interaction topology,

rather than relying on the model of the entire system. The dimension of the

design problem therefore remains the same with growing number of agents.

This allows a feasible control design even for large systems. Moreover, the

proposed design is based on simple Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMI), effi-

ciently solvable using standard computational tools. Numerical results vali-

date the proposed approach.

This chapter was published in:

F. Svoboda, K. Hengster-Movric, M. Hromčı́k, Decentralized control for

large scale systems with inherently coupled subsystems, Journal of Vibration

and Control 28 (23-24) (2022) 3931-3938.

doi:10.1177/10775463211034953
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3.0. DECENTRALIZED CONTROL FOR LARGE SCALE SYSTEMS
WITH INHERENTLY COUPLED SUBSYSTEMS

3.1 Introduction

Large-scale systems (LSS) appear in a wide range of engineering applica-

tions, including chemical processes [1], thermo systems [2], flexible struc-

tures [3], to name just a few.4 Such a variety of systems brings diverse anal-

ysis methods and control design approaches [5]. A survey of conventional

control methods for LSS is presented in [4], [6]. For easier orientation, exist-

ing approaches can be classified according to:

• Control system structure

centralized or decentralized control

• System type

unstructured LSS without a given internal structure; multi-agent system

with inherently independent single-agent dynamics; or interconnected

LSS with a specific structure

• Model used for controller design

a model of the entire system; or a model structure only, with appropri-

ately partitioned system.

Control of complex phenomena, modeled within a common framework of

LSS, is often found challenging due to demands on computational resources

and efficient model utilization [7]. Model order reduction and centralized

control are the usual responses to these issues, where typically a lower-order

design model replicates the original high-order model, thus reducing the de-

sign effort. There are several model order reduction techniques available in

the literature [4, 8]. However, this approach brings new problems associated

with a lack of stability guarantees, with a reduced-model no longer interpo-

lating the original one, but rather a model approximating it, or with the model

4Refer e.g. to [4] for a more complete survey.
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reduction being computationally difficult. Depending on system complexity,

other centralized approaches, [9], also suffer from computational issues.

Cooperative control presents another option. It conventionally deals with

distributed protocols and agent-based dynamical models. Studied systems

consist of autonomous subsystems, called agents [10], each of which ad-

dresses, in a coordinated manner, a specific sub-task to attain the overall de-

sign objective. Due to many potential applications requiring scalability and

reliability, cooperative control remains a very active field of research examin-

ing collective behavior of autonomous subsystems. A cooperative multi-agent

system is commonly described by a graph, with nodes representing dynamical

subsystems and edges representing interactions between them, [11]. The ex-

tensively researched canonical problems in cooperative control of multi-agent

systems are consensus and synchronization, [12]. However, those are typi-

cally studied for systems without any inherent interactions between the sub-

systems; the controller alone ensuring agent interactions, as usually found in

mobile robot formations, multi-vehicle systems, etc. The applied control laws

in those cases thus form a distributed virtual connection between the origi-

nally uncoupled agents. In particular, [13] proposes a framework for synchro-

nization of cooperative systems via full state-feedback. This allows designing

stabilizing cooperative state-feedback controllers based only on single-agent

dynamics and the pertaining local algebraic Riccati equation. Synchroniza-

tion using dynamic compensators or output-feedback is presented in [12, 14].

Furthermore, [15] or [16] consider optimality of cooperative control proto-

cols with respect to a global quadratic performance criterion.

Nevertheless, as multi-agent systems considered in cooperative control

originally have independent single-agent dynamics, conventional cooperative

control results unfortunately do not extend straightforwardly to systems hav-

ing inherent interconnections between subsystems such as naturally arise in

e.g. electric power systems, flexible structures, heat transfer with multiple
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heat sources, and many other distributed systems [17].

Other computationally attractive control designs for distributed LSS rest

on linear matrix inequalities (LMIs). In particular, [18] brings an LMI ap-

proach to decentralized control for distributed parameter systems having a

specific structure. However, this result is generally conservative, and it relies

on the entire system model. Similarly, [19], [20] also present a decentral-

ized control design with a model of the entire system. For large systems,

(having many agents), using the entire system model for control design often

leads to computationally infeasible solutions. In contrast, [21] considers the

detailed structure of a multi-agent system with inherently coupled agents for

control design, providing decentralized state-feedback to minimize the effects

of subsystem interactions and to guarantee the stability of the whole system.

Despite using the system structure, the method proposed in [21] is found to be

conservative, scaling rather unfavorably with a growing number of agents. In

[22] and [23] a flexible structure is decomposed into N coupled subsystems,

and decentralized control of one-dimensional structures is subsequently ex-

amined. Both latter approaches only consider one-dimensional structures,

which ultimately limits their applicability. The special structure of coupled

multi-agent systems is also assumed in [24], where a passive dynamical sys-

tem interconnects the agents. This interconnection contains integrators, so a

direct connection between agent states is not considered. Distributed control

for dynamically coupled systems is presented in [25] where the controller has

the same interconnection structure as the system. However, this methodology

can be used only for discrete-time systems of special structure - namely, they

need to be decomposable (see [25], page 125, definition 4, for the definition

of decomposable systems).

This paper considers a broad class of systems, including various plants

composed of several coupled subsystems. In aerospace, civil engineering,

and many other areas, we can find flexible structures where vibrations are un-
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desirable and need to be attenuated. In [22] the authors address the problem

of designing stabilizing controllers for cable-stayed flexible structures such as

bridges. Cooperative control for distributed morphing wing systems is pro-

posed in [26]. Another application in this class of systems is parameter con-

trol in production processes. For example, a paper machine uses an array of

actuators that compensate for irregularities in the paper pulp distribution on a

conveyor belt [25]. In formation flying problems, plants are typically dynam-

ically disconnected subsystems. However, the cross-coupling between them

is introduced by the performance index. The paper [25] presents distributed

control of a satellite formation on a circular orbit where the performance in-

dex penalizes the satellite position difference.

A computationally favorable control design methodology for systems with

inherently directly coupled subsystems, based on single-agent dynamics akin

to that found in cooperative control theory, is thus still lacking. Therefore, the

objective of this paper, in contrast to existing results, is to develop a decen-

tralized control design for LSS by exploiting recurrence and symmetry typical

for flexible structures. Such design is required to scale well with the number

of agents, remaining computationally feasible for LSS. For that purpose, the

target dynamical systems are understood as multi-agent systems [12] with

inherent couplings between neighboring agents, independent of any applied

controls. This differs from conventional multi-agent systems, which are cou-

pled only through applied controls [11, 13], while also differing from designs

based on entire system models by using agents in a distributed way. The re-

sulting closed-loop stability condition for decentralized static state-feedback

is presented as an LMI, [27], which can be solved efficiently using standard

numerical procedures. Thus, this paper merges LSS control design with re-

sults from cooperative control, making use of standard LMI methods to pro-

vide an efficient, scalable, and distributed design for LSS.

The paper is organized as follows: preliminaries are given in Section 3.2.
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Section 3.3 considers the system structure and presents the structure of the

control law. The main result, an LMI control design, is derived in Section

3.4. Section 3.5 brings two examples of a flexible structure. The proposed

design is compared with existing design methods, and simple controller tun-

ing precepts are given. Section 3.6 concludes the paper.

3.2 Preliminaries

In this paper, various distributed and decentralized control approaches are

discussed. Let us emphasize from the outset that these terms, although used

synonymously in some texts, actually describe two distinct approaches. A

decentralized controller consists of local independent controllers for individ-

ual parts of the plant (agents). If local controllers also share information with

their neighbors, then we talk about distributed control.

Notation: IN ∈RN×N is the identity matrix. Kronecker product is denoted

by ⊗. L = [li j] is a matrix with entry li j on ith row and jth column. D =

diag{di} is a diagonal matrix with entries di. By Q> 0 (Q< 0) we denote that

the matrix Q is positive (negative) definite. λi(M) are eigenvalues of matrix

M. The maximum (minimum) eigenvalues are denoted by λ (M) (λ (M)). The

maximum (minimum) of a finite set of real values γk, k = 1,2, . . . ,N, denoted

as max(γk) (min(γk)).

3.3 Problem formulation

Consider N identical agents modeled as Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) systems

ẋi = Aaxi +uci +Baui

yi =Caxi

yci = xi,

(3.1)
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uci =
N

∑
j=1

lci j Acyc j (3.2)

where Aa ∈ Rn×n, Ba ∈ Rn×m, Ca ∈ Rp×n; xi ∈ Rn is the state vector of agent

i, uci ∈ Rn is the inherent coupling of the ith agent to the remainder of the

system, ui ∈ Rm is the control input of the ith agent yci ∈ Rn is the coupling

output of the ith agent and yi ∈ Rp is its measured output. Global inherent

coupling topology is described by the outer coupling matrix Lc = [lci j ], where

the scalar lci j weights the inner coupling matrix Ac ∈ Rn×n connecting agent

j to agent i

uc = (Lc ⊗Ac)yc (3.3)

This models inherent couplings usually found in LSS models, [4]. The ma-

jor difference from conventional cooperative multi-agent dynamics are the

additional terms (Lc ⊗Ac)x. Namely, we assume that agents are inherently

coupled, regardless of applied controls. This structure is commonly found in

distributed parameter systems, where high-order dynamics leads to couplings

between subsystems chosen to partition the truncation of the original system.

The total coupled multi-agent system is then

ẋ = (IN ⊗Aa +Lc ⊗Ac)x+(IN ⊗Ba)u

y = (IN ⊗Ca)x,
(3.4)

where x = [xT
1 , ...,x

T
N ]

T , u = [uT
1 , ...,u

T
N ]

T , y = [yT
1 , ...,y

T
N ]

T are the total state,

input and output vectors, respectively. We make the following assumption on

the global interconnection topology.

Assumption 1 The outer coupling matrix Lc is symmetric.

The goal of this paper is to design single-agent control inputs ui to stabi-
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lize the state of the total system (4.13) to its origin.

For that purpose we make the following assumption.

Assumption 2 The pair (Aa,Ba) is stabilizable.

We further consider decentralized static state-feedback

ui = pKaxi, (3.5)

where p> 0 is a scalar control weight and Ka ∈Rm×n is a static state-feedback

gain matrix. The overall closed-loop system is then given as

ẋ = (IN ⊗Aa +Lc ⊗Ac)x+(pIN ⊗BaKa)x

y = (IN ⊗Ca)x.
(3.6)

Remark 1 In Assumption 1 the outer coupling matrix Lc is considered to

be symmetric. Symmetric couplings occur in physical systems wherever the

Laplacian operator appears in the infinite-dimensional partial differential

equation (PDE) description: flexible structures, heat transfer, chemical diffu-

sion, diffusion-reaction systems, acoustic fields, etc.

3.4 Decentralized control design for systems with
inherent couplings

This section brings a stabilization condition for closed-loop system (4.16),

assuming the global inherent coupling matrix Lc satisfies Assumption 1. Fur-

thermore, we design a decentralized state-feedback (4.15) to stabilize system

(4.13) to its origin.

Some technical results familiar from the literature are introduced first.

Lemma 1 [27] The LTI system ẋ = Ax + Bu is stabilized via linear state-
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feedback u = Kx if and only if there exists a P > 0 such that

(A+BK)T P+P(A+BK)< 0. (3.7)

Equivalently, if and only if there exists a Q > 0 such that

AQ+QAT +BY +Y T BT < 0, (3.8)

where Y = KQ.

Choosing the feedback gain K in Y as K =− 1
2 BT Q−1 brings an alterna-

tive stability condition

AQ+QAT −BBT < 0, (3.9)

reducing the number of variables by one.

Therefore, any Q> 0 satisfying (4.19), provides a stabilizing state-feedback

gain K =− 1
2 BT Q−1. ■

Note that the last part of Lemma 4 brings a specific stabilizing control design,

not only a stabilizability condition.

Lemma 2 The following Lemma is often used in distributed control litera-

ture, [28, 12] Let M be a block symmetric matrix of the form

M = IN ⊗MD +L⊗MO, (3.10)

where MD ∈ Rn×n, MO ∈ Rn×n, L ∈ RN×N are symmetric matrices and L is

diagonalizable. Then M has eigenvalues

λ (M) = λ (MD +λk(L)MO) . (3.11)

Proof: L is diagonalizable, i.e. there exists a transformation matrix T

such that T LT−1 = Λ, where Λ is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of L.
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Choosing transformation matrix TM = T ⊗ In therefore transforms M into

M̂ = TMMT−1
M , where

M̂ = (T ⊗ In)(IN ⊗MD +L⊗MO)(T−1 ⊗ In)

= IN ⊗MD +Λ⊗MO

(3.12)

is block-diagonal. As λ (M) = λ (M̂), the latter eigenvalues being the eigen-

values of diagonal blocks MD +ΛkkMO, this completes the proof. ■

Theorem 1 Let the outer coupling matrix Lc satisfy Assumption 1. Let there

exist a Qa > 0 and p > 0 satisfying

1
p
(AaQa +QaAT

a − pBaBT
a )+λ (Lc)(AcQa +QaAT

c )< 0,

1
p
(AaQa +QaAT

a − pBaBT
a )+λ (Lc)(AcQa +QaAT

c )< 0.
(3.13)

Then the decentralized linear state-feedback (4.15) with the feedback gain

Ka =−1
2

BT
a Q−1

a , (3.14)

stabilizes the LTI system (4.13). Furthermore, feasibility of (4.21) is implied

if the decentralized feedback Ka stabilizes (Aa, Ba).

Proof: The stability criterion in Lemma 4 applied to system (4.13) re-

quires

(IN ⊗Aa +Lc ⊗Ac)Q+Q(IN ⊗Aa +Lc ⊗Ac)
T

− (IN ⊗Ba)(IN ⊗Ba)
T ,

(3.15)

to be a negative definite matrix for some positive definite Q = QT ∈Rn·N×n·N .
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The state-feedback implied by Lemma 4 is then given by

K =−1
2
(IN ⊗Ba)

T Q−1, (3.16)

Let the matrix Q be chosen as

Q =
1
p

IN ⊗Qa, (3.17)

then the state-feedback (4.24) is in decentralized form

K = pIN ⊗Ka, (3.18)

where Ka is the local state-feedback gain matrix (4.22); Ka = −1/2BT
a Q−1

a .

The choice of Q in (4.25), renders the matrix (3.15) in the form

(IN ⊗Aa +Lc ⊗Ac)(
1
p

IN ⊗Qa)

+(
1
p

IN ⊗Qa)(IN ⊗Aa +Lc ⊗Ac)
T

− (IN ⊗Ba)(IN ⊗Ba)
T

=
1
p

IN ⊗AaQa +
1
p

Lc ⊗AcQa +
1
p

IN ⊗QaAT
a

+
1
p

LT
c ⊗QaAT

c − IN ⊗BaBT
a

=
1
p
[IN ⊗ (AaQa +QaAT

a − pBaBT
a )

+Lc ⊗ (AcQa +QaAT
c )].

(3.19)

With AD ··= 1
p (AaQa +QaAT

a − pBaBT
a ) and AO ··= AcQa +QaAT

c , the ma-

trix (4.27) can be concisely written as IN ⊗AD+Lc⊗AO. Since AD, AO and Lc

are symmetric, the matrix (4.27) is symmetric and hence has only real eigen-

values. Therefore, (4.27) is negative definite if and only if all its eigenvalues
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are negative.

Based on Lemma 2, the eigenvalues of (4.27) are the same as the eigen-

values of the matrices

1
p
(AaQa +QaAT

a − pBaBT
a )+λk(Lc)(AcQa +QaAT

c ), (3.20)

for k = 1, ...,N. Therefore, negative definiteness of (4.27) is equivalent to

negative definiteness of the symmetric matrices (3.20) for all k = 1, ...,N. The

matrices AD + γkAO = 1
p (AaQa + QaAT

a − pBaBT
a ) + γk(AcQa + QaAT

c ), for

γk ∈ R, k = 1, . . . ,N, with generally indefinite AO = AcQa +QaAT
c , are cer-

tainly negative definite for all γk if AD +min(γk)AO and AD +max(γk)AO are

negative definite. Hence, (4.21) is sufficient for negative definiteness of all

matrices (3.20), which guarantees stability of LTI system (4.13) with decen-

tralized feedback (4.15), thus completing the proof. ■

Remark 2 The choice of Q in (4.25) is commensurate with the multi-agent

system structure, ultimately yielding decentralized control. Theorem 1 thus

decouples the distributed nature of the system for decentralized controller

design and allows feasible control design even for systems with a large num-

ber of agents. This is in contrast to [19] and [18], which consider the entire

system model for decentralized control design.

3.4.1 Recurrent outer coupling matrix

The couplings between agents are identical, described by the inner coupling

matrix Ac. In our specific case, the corresponding physical interconnection
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topology is globally described by the outer coupling matrix Lc,

Lc =


α β

β
. . . . . .
. . . α β

β α

 , (3.21)

which has a recurrent structure. That is, we take that agent k is inherently

coupled with agent k− 1 and agent k+ 1 for k = 2 . . .N − 1, while the first

and the last agent are coupled only with the second and N −1st, respectively.

Now we have the following result.

Lemma 3 [29] The eigenvalues of the tridiagonal matrix (3.21) are

λk(Lc) = α +2β cos
kπ

N +1
, k = 1,2, . . . ,N. (3.22)

■

From now on we furthermore assume that α = 0, β = 1.

Corollary 1 Let the conditions of Theorem 1 be satisfied. Let the matrix Lc

be in the form (3.21) with α = 0, β = 1. Then condition (4.21) becomes

1
p
(AaQa +QaAT

a − pBaBT
a )± γ1(AcQa +QaAT

c )< 0, (3.23)

where γ1 = 2cos
(

π

N+1

)
.
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Proof: Based on the above assumptions, the matrix (4.27) is block tridiag-

onal, with symmetric diagonal blocks AD = 1
p (AaQa +QaAT

a − pBaBT
a ), and

symmetric blocks AO = AcQa +QaAT
c . By Lemma 2 applied to (4.27) and

Lemma 3 applied to Lc (3.21) with α = 0, β = 1, the eigenvalues of (4.27),

λ (IN ⊗AD +Lc ⊗AO), are

λ (AD + γkAO) ,

γk = 2cos
(

πk
N +1

)
, k = 1, . . . ,N.

(3.24)

For any N, max(γk) = γ1 =−γN =−min(γk). Then Theorem 1 concludes the

proof. ■

Remark 3 Condition (3.23) depends on the number of agents, (i.e. the size

of the system), only through the constant γ1. The limit case where the number

of agents tends to infinity implies the strictest bound for (3.23) with γ1 = 2.

Thus, the linear state-feedback gain (4.22) stabilizes system (4.16) for any

number of agents if condition (3.23) is met with γ1 = 2.

For practical application of our main result, we formulate the design con-

dition (3.23) as a set of LMIs

Algorithm 1

1. 1
p (AaQa +QaAT

a − pBaBT
a )+ γ1(AcQa +QaAT

c )< 0,

2. 1
p (AaQa +QaAT

a − pBaBT
a )− γ1(AcQa +QaAT

c )< 0,

3. −Qa < 0,

which is efficiently solvable using standard tools such as MATLAB, CVX,

MOSEK, etc. After solving the LMIs one obtains both the solution Qa and

the scalar gain p for which the LMIs are solvable. The local state-feedback
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gain Ka is then computed and applied to every agent, thus stabilizing the en-

tire system.

Remark 4 After running Algorithm 1, the scalar gain p can be modified to

adjust how aggressive the controller is, as long as condition (3.23) still holds.

Namely, the larger the value of p, the more aggressive the controller and vice-

versa.

3.5 Numerical example

The proposed control design is presented on a numerical model of a smart

flexible structure [30], [31]. The model of a flexible beam with two degrees

of freedom and N actuators is used. Each actuator is modeled as a second-

order dynamical system. By an appropriate arrangement of state variables

in the system model, we obtain a dynamical system in the form (4.13) with

single-agent dynamics Aa ∈R6×6 and inner coupling matrix Ac =R6×6. Each

agent has one control input. The topology of underlying inherent interconnec-

tions between the agents is described by the outer coupling matrix Lc ∈RN×N

(3.21) with α = 0,β = 1, satisfying Assumption 1.
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Aa =



0 32 0 0 0 0

−93.8 −0.110 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 512 0

0 0 0 0 0 2048

0 179.5 −831 0 −43.5 0

0 0 0 −1953 0 −401


,

Ac =



0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 −415.48 0 −21.1 0

0 0 0 −976.563 0 −199.75


,

Ba =
[
0 0.7324 0 0 0 0

]T

(3.25)

Flexible structure with N = 10 and N = 100 nodes is first shown damped

by two existing control design approaches whose performance is compared

with that of the presented design. The first control design approach is repre-

sentative of optimization methods using the entire system model for controller

synthesis based on LMIs, such as in e.g. [18]. The second control design is

a classical Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR), using the entire system model.

Finally, the performance of a decentralized controller based on Theorem 1

is presented. The solution of LMIs based on condition (3.23) is found with

MOSEK solver.

3.5.1 Structure with 10 nodes

Bode magnitude plots of the uncontrolled system and the system controlled

by three different controllers are shown compared in Figure 3.1. This figure
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only illustrates three possible approaches applicable in this case with a low

number of agents corresponding to the system-order 60. Of course, different

controller tuning leads to different closed-loop (CL) frequency characteris-

tics.
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Figure 3.1: Bode magnitude plots of the undamped flexible structure and
flexible structure with three different controllers. Input is the first node’s
vertical displacement, and output is the vertical displacement of the second
node. The structure has 10 nodes,the order of the system is 60.

3.5.2 Structure with 100 nodes

A more reasonable example of our approach is provided by control design for

larger systems where other methods fail or give centralized controllers with-

out specific structure. A flexible structure with 100 nodes is used in this case.

Even for this system of order 600, the first approach using the full design

model and LMI formulation fails. Closed-loop Bode magnitude plots with

an LQR controller and decentralized state-feedback design based on single-

agent dynamics and coupling matrix are depicted in Figure 3.2. Both results

yield similar frequency characteristics. However, the decentralized controller

has a much simpler recurrent structure with K = pIN ⊗Ka compared to the
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LQR leading to the full, non-sparse, matrix gain K with many non-zero en-

tries.
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Figure 3.2: Bode magnitude plots of the undamped flexible structure and the
flexible structure with LQR and decentralized state-feedback. Input is the ver-
tical displacement of the first node, and the output is the vertical displacement
of the second node. The structure has 100 nodes so the order of the system is
600.

Decentralized state-feedback is given by (4.22) and scalar gain p. The

solution obtained from MOSEK or other numerical solvers could damp the

system too much, with control action exceeding the maximum allowed value.

The gain p can then be used for final controller tuning. Three different choices

for gains: high p1, medium p2, and low p3 are presented in Figures 3.3, 3.4,

and 3.5. Damping of the resulting closed-loop system can be easily controlled

with the scalar gain p, which is another benefit of our method.
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Figure 3.3: Bode magnitude plots of the undamped flexible structure and flex-
ible structure with decentralized state-feedback having p = p1. Input is the
vertical displacement of the first node, and the output is the vertical displace-
ment of the second node. The structure has 100 nodes so the order of the
system is 600.
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Figure 3.4: Bode magnitude plots of the undamped flexible structure and flex-
ible structure with decentralized state-feedback having p = p2. Input is the
vertical displacement of the first node, and the output is the vertical displace-
ment of the second node. The structure has 100 nodes so the order of the
system is 600.
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Figure 3.5: Bode magnitude plots of the undamped flexible structure and flex-
ible structure with decentralized state-feedback having p = p3. Input is the
vertical displacement of the first node, and the output is the vertical displace-
ment of the second node. The structure has 100 nodes so the order of the
system is 600.

3.6 Conclusions

In this paper, we present a simple design of stabilizing decentralized state-

feedback for LSS, based on single-agent dynamics. The considered model is

usually found in flexible structures involving inherent connections to neigh-

boring agents forming a recurrent pattern. Based on the closed-loop stability

condition, LMIs are derived guaranteeing stabilizing state-feedback. Cru-

cially, the dimension of the derived LMIs remains the same with growing

number of agents; the design thus remains feasible even for large complex

systems. A numerical example of a smart flexible structure is given. The pre-

sented approach outperforms existing control designs based on the model of

the entire system. Generalization to distributed control is the subject of future

work.
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4. Decentralized active damping control

for aeroelastic morphing wing

This paper introduces a novel decentralized control design procedure for an

aeroelastic morphing wing. The control goal is active damping of this flex-

ible system. The model is developed as a multi-agent system with inherent

interconnections between the agents. The control system then takes advan-

tage of the model structure and interconnections rather than relying on the

entire system’s model. This brings benefits, especially with a growing num-

ber of agents where the control design dimension remains low. Therefore,

the proposed control design is especially suitable for morphing wings with a

large number of actuation points. The result is presented in the Linear Matrix

Inequalities (LMIs) form. A numerical example shows the application of the

proposed algorithm.

This chapter was published in:

F. Svoboda, K. Hengster-Movric, M. Hromčı́k, Z. Šika, Decentralized active

damping control for aeroelastic morphing wing, Aerospace Science and

Technology 139 (2023) 108415. doi:10.1016/j.ast.2023.108415.
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4.0. DECENTRALIZED ACTIVE DAMPING CONTROL FOR
AEROELASTIC MORPHING WING

4.1 Introduction

Aerodynamic morphing bodies such as morphing wind power generator blades

or morphing wings are a promising trend with potential high efficiency. How-

ever, a variable airfoil geometry is also challenging for control due to aeroe-

lastic phenomena that must be considered. One elegant solution for such

flexible wing constructions is furnished by active damping, avoiding undesir-

able vibrations or even flutter [1], [2].

In the last twenty years, smart materials developments accelerated re-

search of morphing wing concepts [3, 4]. This new promising technology

works with the idea of changing the wing profile geometry, enabling a mission-

adaptive performance and effective active damping of aeroelastic modes [5].

Current conventional wings are usually designed for either a single cruise

flight condition or a weighted combination of multiple flight conditions. They

are thus not optimal for a wide range of flight modes. Continuously variable

profile geometries promise significantly increased efficiency, minimized drag,

and low noise levels compared to wings with conventional flaps. Furthermore,

the use of smart materials eliminates the need for large and heavy traditional

actuators. Related weight and drag reductions directly translate into signifi-

cant fuel savings and operating cost reduction.

Several research groups, often in collaboration with NASA, have already

shown their technical solutions of aerodynamic morphing structures [6]. For

example, the Variable Camber Continuous Trailing Edge Flap (VCCTEF) de-

sign, developed under the NASA Performance Adaptive Aeroelastic Wing

(PAAW) project, includes 17 flaps that can be individually controlled [7].

The segments are joined by a flexible and supporting material, thus providing

continuous flaps throughout the wingspan with no drag producing gaps. A

lightweight Shape Memory Alloys (SMA) solution is proposed in [8]. The

difference between the weight of an SMA actuator and an electric motor ac-
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4.1. INTRODUCTION

tuator can be significant and plays a substantial role in increasing efficiency

[9]. Morphing leading and trailing edge with composite skin was developed

and tested in [10]. A subscale plane model with morphing wings and a smart

actuation system has been developed at ETH Zurich [11]. ETH’s construction

is based on optimized compliant ribs, corrugated skin, and Macro Fiber Com-

posite (MFC) piezoelectric elements for actuation. Another morphing wing

construction was presented by MIT [12] employing a modular approach with

low density and highly compliant structures. The Delft University of Tech-

nology presented its variable chord length and camber concept [13], where

the range of flight missions can be extended more effectively by changing

the wing characteristics. The benefits of morphing trailing edge technology

are also studied by the University of Michigan research team [14]. In this

research, a high fidelity model with hundreds of variables shows a potential

cruise fuel reduction of over 5% with morphing trailing edge along the aft

40% of the wing. Bioinspired control of morphing wing with Macro Fiber

Composite actuators is also studied at the University of Michigan [15]. Bio-

inspired discrete wing structure is also presented in [16]. Authors in [17] use

an active tensegrity structure concept with pneumatic actuators and latex skin.

Their prototype was tested in a wind tunnel. Wind tunnel test and high-lift

morphing wing performance were also presented in [18].

Since the morphing wing technology currently appears feasible and promis-

ing for near-future wind power generation and air transportation systems, con-

trol design methodologies for such systems are in high demand. Lightweight

and highly flexible aerodynamic structures [19], [20], [21] bring the neces-

sity of suppressing the undesirable aeroelastic effects such as flutter. Fur-

thermore, the high number of actuators and the increased complexity of the

system present a challenge for the control design. Cooperative control, how-

ever, provides opportunities to decompose the original problem into simpler,

more tractable parts.
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4.1. INTRODUCTION

Cooperative control conventionally deals with distributed protocols and

agent-based dynamical models. Studied systems consist of autonomous sub-

systems, called agents [22], each of which addresses, in a coordinated man-

ner, a specific sub-task to attain the overall design objective. Cooperative

control is currently a very active field of research, thanks to potential appli-

cations that require high scalability and reliability. A cooperative multi-agent

system is commonly described by a graph, with nodes representing dynami-

cal subsystems and edges representing interactions between them, [23]. The

extensively researched canonical problems in cooperative control of multi-

agent systems are consensus and synchronization, [24]. However, those are

typically studied for systems without any inherent interactions between the

subsystems; the controller alone ensuring agent interactions, as usually found

in mobile robot formations, multi-vehicle systems, etc. The applied control

laws in those cases thus form a distributed virtual connection between the

originally uncoupled agents. In particular, [25] proposes a framework for syn-

chronizing cooperative systems via full state-feedback. This allows designing

stabilizing cooperative state-feedback controllers based only on single-agent

dynamics and the pertaining local algebraic Riccati equation. Synchroniza-

tion using dynamic compensators or output-feedback is presented in [24, 26].

Furthermore, [27] considers the optimality of cooperative control protocols

concerning a global quadratic performance criterion.

Nevertheless, multi-agent systems in conventional cooperative control the-

ory consider inherently independent single-agent dynamics, where the con-

nection between agents is made through control law. Unfortunately, these

cooperative control results do not extend straightforwardly to systems having

inherent interconnections between subsystems. One such system that could

be described as a multi-agent system with inherent couplings is the morphing

aeroelastic wing. Morphing aeroelastic wing has distributed local subdynam-

ics inseparably connected with neighboring subdynamics through mechanical
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4.1. INTRODUCTION

couplings.

On the other hand, there are various methods of dealing with distributed

control design. For instance, the work [28] studies a flexible beam model with

bending and torsion motions and a distributed control arrangement with two

force-actuators and three torque-actuators paired with rate gyros. Aeroser-

voelastic design of piezo-composite wing is also presented in [29]. In [30],

a dense network of piezoelectric patch actuators was proposed to realize the

distributed actuation. In [31], a distributed piezoelectric actuation is involved

and applied to patches’ placement problem to suppress the deformations at

pre-selected locations. Since the flexible systems are passive by nature, one

can employ many results available for distributed control of passive systems

[32]. Completely passive solutions based on piezo-structures are reported in

[33]. However, these methods require the whole system model for design,

and those could turn out to be infeasible for highly complex systems, same

as centralized control designs. In particular, [34] brings an LMI approach to

decentralized control design for distributed parameter systems having a spe-

cific structure. However, that result is generally conservative, and it relies

on the entire system model. Similarly, [35], [36] also presents decentralized

control design with a model of the entire system. For large systems (having

many agents), using the entire system model for control design often leads to

computationally infeasible solutions. In contrast, [37] considers the detailed

structure of a multi-agent system with inherently coupled agents for control

design, providing decentralized state-feedback to minimize the effects of sub-

system interactions and guarantee the stability of the whole system. Despite

using the system structure, the method proposed in [37] is found to be con-

servative, scaling rather unfavorably with a growing number of agents. In

[38] and [39] a flexible structure is decomposed into N coupled subsystems,

and decentralized control of one-dimensional subsystems is subsequently ex-

amined. Both latter approaches only consider one-dimensional structures,
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4.2. PRELIMINARIES

which ultimately limits their applicability. The special structure of the cou-

pled multi-agent systems is also assumed in [40], where a passive dynamical

system interconnects the agents. This interconnection contains integrators,

so a direct connection between agents’ states is not considered. A computa-

tionally favorable control design methodology for systems with inherently di-

rectly coupled subsystems based on single-agent dynamics akin to that found

in cooperative control theory is, thus, still lacking.

Our novel control design strategy is based on cooperative control ideas

to ensure good scalability and feasibility, even for highly complex systems.

This method benefits from the sparsity of agent interactions modeled by a

network. Instead of relying on the whole system model, our method relies on

the smaller model of its recurring parts.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The notation and

the considered aeroelastic wing model are provided in Section 2. Section

3. presents the problem formulation. The main result is covered in Section

4. We present an LMI relaxation procedure in Section 5. A simulation case

study is presented in Section 6, with emphasis on numerical experiments and

system analysis. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 7.

4.2 Preliminaries

Notations: IN ∈RN×N is the identity matrix. Kronecker product is denoted by

⊗. L = [li j] is a matrix with entry li j in ith row and jth column. D = diag{di}
is a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries di. Matrix Q > 0 (Q < 0) is posi-

tive (negative) definite. λ (M) are eigenvalues of a matrix M. The maximum

(minimum) eigenvalues are denoted by λ (M) (λ (M)). The maximum (min-

imum) singular value is denoted by σ(M) (σ(M)). We use notation where

µ(·) is matrix measure associated with matrix norm ∥ · ∥.

In this paper, various distributed and decentralized control approaches are
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discussed. Let us emphasize from the outset that these terms, although used

synonymously in some texts, actually describe two distinct approaches. A

decentralized controller consists of local independent controllers for individ-

ual parts of the plant (agents). If local controllers also share information with

their neighbors, then we talk about distributed control.

A model of the aeroelastic morphing wing is developed for control de-

sign. This model assumes a rectangular wing with a morphing trailing edge.

Deformation of the trailing edge is ensured by distributed actuators (for ex-

ample, servomechanism or smart materials). In general, the aeroelastic wing

model consists of a structural part, an aerodynamic part, and actuators. In

this paper, the strip-theory approach is used for aeroservoelastic model de-

velopment [7]. The aeroelastic wing is modeled as an Euler-Bernoulli beam

with the aerodynamic loads acting on the wing represented by Theodorsen’s

unsteady aerodynamics [41] and second-order systems as actuators. Similar

models are widely used in the literature [42, 43, 44]. Structural and aero-

dynamic modeling are also discussed in [45] where some other methods are

presented, such as simple two degrees of freedom or high fidelity models.

Finite Element Methods (FEMs) are common in aircraft aeroelastic calcu-

lations; those approximate the behavior of the continuous mechanical struc-

ture. FEM methods divide the structure into a number of elements of finite

dimension interconnected at discrete points. In this work, each finite element

itself is modeled as an Euler-Bernoulli beam with three degrees of freedom.

Euler-Bernoulli beam theory considers small displacements and linear elastic

material, therefore the Hook law is valid. Euler-Bernoulli beam with trans-

verse displacement u, elastic modulus E and second moment of area I is de-

scribed by equation (4.1).

EI
d4u
dx4 =− f (4.1)

The solution of equation (4.1) with boundary conditions can be formulated
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with mass (4.3) and stiffness (4.2) matrices for one beam element (Figure

4.1), where ml is mass per unit length, jl is inertia per unit length, G is mod-

ulus of rigidity, Iz is moment of area and l is a length of a beam. Columns in

the matrixes correspond to vector xe =
[
hi−1 θi−1 φi−1 hi θi φi

]T
.

Figure 4.1: The Euler-Bernoulli beam emlemt with three degrees of freedom.

ke =



12EIz
l3

6EIz
l3 0 −12EIz

l3
6EIz

l2 0
6EIz

l2
4EIz

l 0 −6EIz
l2

2EIz
l 0

0 0 GJx
l 0 0 −GJx

l
−12EIz

l3
−6EIz

l3 0 12EIz
l3

−6EIz
l2 0

6EIz
l2

2EIz
l 0 −6EIz

l2
4EIz

l 0

0 0 −GJx
l 0 0 GJx

l


(4.2)

me =



156ml l
420

22ml l2

420 0 54ml l
420

−13ml l2

420 0
22ml l2

420
4ml l3

420 0 13ml l2

420
3ml l3

420 0

0 0 jl l
3 0 0 jl l

6
54ml l
420

13ml l2

420 0 156ml l
420

−22ml l2

420 0
−13ml l2

420
−3ml l3

420 0 −22ml l2

420
4ml l3

420 0

0 0 jl l
6 0 0 jl l

3


(4.3)

By joining individual Euler-Benouli elements, we get the final elastic struc-

ture and equation of motion (4.4). Damping matrix CS was derived as Rayleigh

damping, i.e., a linear combination of the mass and stiffness matrices Cs =
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a0Ms +a1Ks.

MsẌs +CsẊs +KsXs = Fs, (4.4)

Matrices Ms, Cs and Ks are the wing mass, damping and stiffness matrices

of the whole structure, Fs is a generalized force vector (forces and torques).

Vector Xs contains displacement variables of each node. More details about

FEM elastic wing structure modeling can be found in [46]. Generalized force

vector Fs from equation (4.4) consists of aerodynamic forces and torques. In

this model, Theodorsen’s unsteady aerodynamics is considered. The aero-

dynamic lift Li and torque Mαi can be found in [41]. Equations (4.5) are

based on potential flow, where Theodorsens function C(k), with k = ωb
V , the

reduced frequency depending on angular frequency ω , wing semi-chord b

and airspeed V , models the unsteady behavior of a wing section. Constants

Tp with p = 1,4,5,7,10,11,12 are associated with the integration of velocity

potentials [41], a is nondimensional distance from midchord to axis of rota-

tion (elastic axis), c is nondimensional distance from midchord to morphing

trailing edge hinge, and ρ is an air density.

Li =−ρb2l
(

V πα̇i +π ḧi −πbaα̈i −V T4β̇i −T1bβ̈i

)
−2πρV blC(k)

(
V αi + ḣi +b

(1
2
−a
)

α̇i +
1
π

T10V βi +b
1

2π
T11β̇i

)
Mαi =−ρb2l

(
−πabḧi +πb2

(
1
8
+a2

)
α̈i −b2 (T7 +(c−a)T1) β̈i

+πbV
(

1
2
−a
)

α̇i +bV
(

T1 −T8 − (c−a)T4 +
1
2

T11

)
β̇i

+(T4 +T10)V 2
βi

)
+2πρb2lV

(
1
2
+a
)

C(k)
(

V αi + ḣi

+b
(

1
2
−a
)

α̇i +
1
π

T10V βi +b
1

2π
T11β̇i

)
(4.5)
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The morphing trailing-edge is modeled as a set of discrete flaps with a

hinge in each wing segment i. The angle of this controlled trailing-edge of

wing segment i is βi. Trailing-edge actuation is ensured by servomechanism

modeled as second-order systems (4.9). Angles βi and their first and second

derivatives are obtained from these systems.

Unsteady forces are represented in equations (4.5) as a circulatory terms

occuring due to the vorticity in the flow and they are related to the Theodorsen

function which reduces magnitude of the lift and an introduction of a phase

lag between the airfoil motion and the unsteady fotrces. Theodorsen function

C(k) can be expressed in terms of Hankel functions Hu = ju − jYu, where Ju

and Yu are Bessel functions of the first and second kind. This expression is

well-defined only for a simple harmonic motion of the airfoil. Therefore we

use modified Bessel functions Ku( jk), which are defined in the entire complex

plane.

C(k) =
H1(k)

H1(k)+ jH0(k)
=

K1( jk)
K0( jk)+K1( jk)

. (4.6)

By using approximation from [45] we can model (4.6) by transfer function

C(s) =
s2 +0.2804V bs+0.0135V 2

b2s2 +0.345V bs+0.0135V 2 . (4.7)

After transforming (4.7) to controllable canonical form we get second order

system 4.8.

żC =

[
− 0.0345V

b − 0.0135V 2

b2

1 0

]
zC +

[
1

0

]
uC

yC =

[
0.2804V b− 0.2804V−b

b
b2

0.0135V 2− 0.0135V 2−b2

b2

b2

]
zC +0.5uC

(4.8)

Filters (4.8) are used for both circulatory terms in Li,Mαi and for all wing

segments/agents, thus zC =
[
żεi zεi

]T
, where ε = h,φ .
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Aerodynamic forces acting on the structural model are modified through

trailing edge deformations. These deformations are due to the actions of con-

trolled actuators.

The second-order system describes the actuator dynamics with a state-

space model (4.9)[
ẋr1

ẋr2

]
=

[
0 1

−r1 −r2

][
xr1

xr2

]
+

[
0

r1

][
ur

]


yr1

yr2

yr3

=


1 0

0 1

−r1 −r2


[

xr1

xr2

]
+


0

0

r1

[ur

]
,

(4.9)

where states are the trailing edge angle and angular velocity xr1 = β , xr2 = β̇ ,

input ur is the trailing edge reference angle, and outputs yr1 , yr2 , yr3 are the

trailing edge angle and its first and second time-derivative. Constants r1 and

r2 are set with respect to the actuator dynamics.

The assembly of the entire model can be seen in Figure 4.2. The aerody-

namic model consists of a non-circulatory part and a circulatory part related to

the Theodorsen function (filter C(s)). Aerodynamic forces are dependent on

morphing trailing-edge movement coming from the actuator block and also

on coupling from the elastic structural model (FEM model).

The aeroelastic wing model is rewritten in the state-space form for control

design purposes. After substituting the aerodynamic forces into the structural

model (4.4), the equation is rewritten in state-space form and actuator mod-

els are added. The order of state variables in the state vector is chosen as x =[
x0 x1 ... xN

]T
, where xi =

[
βi β̇i zi hi ḣi θi θ̇i φi φ̇i

]T
are

the states of the ith segment, β is the trailing edge angle (or actuator), zi =[
zhi żhi zφi żφi

]
are aerodynamic lag states [47], h is the plunge displace-

ment, θ is the bending angle and φ is the torsion angle. The overall model
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Figure 4.2: Aeroelastic model scheme

with this state variables order thus features a block tridiagonal state matrix A.

The main benefit of the system matrix thus formed is in its structure where

diagonal blocks can be presented as stemming from agents’ autonomous dy-

namics and off-diagonal blocks as representing couplings among agents.

4.3 Problem Formulation

Consider an aeroelastic wing model described in Section 2. This flexible

structure is decomposed into N agents modeled as Linear Time-Invariant

(LTI) systems (4.10) with inherent couplings (4.11), and a decentralized con-

trol strategy is used for system damping,

ẋi = Aaixi +uci +Baui

yi =Caxi

yci = xi,

(4.10)

uci =
N

∑
j=1

(
lchi j Ach + lcli j Acl

)
yc j (4.11)
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4.3. PROBLEM FORMULATION

where Aai ∈ Rn×n, Ba ∈ Rn×m, Ca ∈ Rp×n; xi ∈ Rn is the state vector of the

agent i, uci ∈ Rn is the inherent coupling of the ith agent to the remainder of

the system, ui ∈Rm is the control input of the ith agent yci ∈Rn is the coupling

output of the ith agent and yi ∈ Rp is its measured output. Global inherent

coupling topology is described by the outer coupling matrices Lch = [lchi j ]

and Lcl = [lcli j ], where the scalar lchi j (lcli j ) weights the inner coupling matrix

Ach (Acl) ∈ Rn×n connecting agent j and agent i

uc = (Lch ⊗Ach +Lcl ⊗Acl)yc (4.12)

The inherent couplings described in this model are usually found in flex-

ible wing structures. The major difference from conventional cooperative

multi-agent dynamics is the presence of additional terms (Lch ⊗Ach +Lcl ⊗
Acl)x interconnecting the agents. Namely, we assume that agents are inher-

ently coupled, regardless of applied controls. Moreover, this coupling may

differ for various network edges. This is the structure commonly found in

distributed parameter systems, where high-order dynamics lead to couplings

between subsystems chosen to partition the truncation of the original system.

Let us consider the dynamical model of a flexible morphing wing with a

homogenous structure and N independent actuators. The wing root is rigidly

clamped to the fuselage, and the tip of the wing is free. Then, the state matri-

ces of agents are identical, except for the very last agent reflecting the bound-

ary condition - the free wingtip. The total coupled multi-agent system Sab is

described by

ẋ = (La ⊗Aa +Lb ⊗Ab +Lch ⊗Ach +Lcl ⊗Acl)x+(IN ⊗Ba)u

y = (IN ⊗Ca)x,
(4.13)

where x = [xT
1 , ...,x

T
N ]

T , u = [uT
1 , ...,u

T
N ]

T , y = [yT
1 , ...,y

T
N ]

T are the total state,

input and output vectors, respectively, La = diag{IN−1,0}, Lb = diag{ON−1,1}.
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We make the following assumption on the global interconnection topology.

Assumption 3 The outer coupling matrices are a transpose of one another,

Lch = LT
cl .

Lch =


0 1

. . . . . .

0 1

0

 ; Lcl =


0

1
. . .
. . . 0

1 0

 (4.14)

Assumption 4 The pair (Aai ,Ba) is stabilizable for all Aai .

We further consider decentralized static state-feedback

ui = pKaxi, (4.15)

where p> 0 is a scalar control weight and Ka ∈Rm×n is a static state-feedback

gain matrix. The overall closed-loop system is then given as

ẋ =(La ⊗Aa +Lb ⊗Ab +Lch ⊗Ach +Lcl ⊗Acl)x+(pIN ⊗BaKa)x

y =(IN ⊗Ca)x.
(4.16)

4.4 Decentralized Control Design for Aeroelastic
Morphing Structure

This section brings a stabilization condition for a closed-loop system (4.16),

assuming global inherent coupling matrices Lch, Lcl satisfy Assumption 3.

Furthermore, we design a decentralized state-feedback (4.15) to stabilize sys-

tem (4.13) to its origin.

Some technical results familiar from the literature are introduced first.
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Lemma 4 [48] The LTI system ẋ = Ax + Bu is stabilized via linear state-

feedback u = Kx if and only if there exists a P > 0 such that

(A+BK)T P+P(A+BK)< 0. (4.17)

Equivalently, if and only if there exists a Q > 0 such that

AQ+QAT +BY +Y T BT < 0, (4.18)

where Y = KQ.

Choosing the feedback gain K in Y as K =− 1
2 BT Q−1 brings an alternative

stability condition

AQ+QAT −BBT < 0, (4.19)

reducing the number of variables by one. Therefore, any Q > 0 satisfying

(4.19), provides a stabilizing state-feedback gain K =− 1
2 BT Q−1. ■

Note that the last part of Lemma 4 brings a specific stabilizing control

design, not only a stabilizability condition.

Lemma 5 [49] For every set of local norms on Rn, every monotone structure

norm on RN , and every matrix AG ∈RNn×Nn, µ(AG)≤ µ(AS). AG is a global

matrix with the form AG = [Ai j] and submatrices Ai j ∈ Rn×n. AS ∈ RN×N is

associated structure matrix with the form AS = [asi j ], asi j = µ(Ai j).

Remark 5 Using 2-norm of a matrix and maximum singular value is equiva-

lent, ∥A∥2 = σ(A), then matrix measure µ2(A) = λ

(
A+AT

2

)
or µ2(Â) = λ (Â)

if Â is a symmetric matrix. It follows that if matrix AG is symmetric and AS

is negative definite, then AG is also a negative definite matrix.
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Lemma 6 A square matrix A is said to be diagonally dominant if

|aii| ≥ |ai j| for all i, (4.20)

where mi j denotes the entry in the ith row and jth column. A Hermitian

diagonally dominant matrix M with real positive (negative) diagonal entries

is positive (negative) definite.

Lemma 7 Let matrix A be a real symmetric matrix, then λ (A) > ωa if A >

ωaI, where I is a unit matrix and ωa is a real number.

Lemma 8 Let matrix A be a real matrix, then σ(A) < ωc if AT A < ω2
c I, or

by using Schur complement

[
ωcI A

AT ωcI

]
> 0, where I is a unit matrix and ωc

is a real number.

The following theorem gives a sufficient condition for stabilizing a multi-

agent system with identical agents having inherent couplings between agents

(4.13).

Theorem 2 Let matrices Lch and Lcl satisfy Assumption 3. Let there exist a

Qa > 0, ωa > 2ωc and ωb > ωc satisfying

AaQa +QaAT
a −BaBT

a < 0

AbQa +QaAT
b −BaBT

a < 0

ωaIn +AaQa +QaAT
a −BaBT

a < 0

ωbIn +AbQa +QaAT
b −BaBT

a < 0[
−ωcIn −AT

chQa −QaAcl

−AT
clQa −QaAch −ωcIn

]
< 0.

(4.21)
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Then the decentralized linear state-feedback (4.15) with the feedback gain

Ka =−1
2

BT
a Q−1

a , (4.22)

and p = 1 stabilizes the LTI system (4.13).

Proof: Stability criterion in Lemma 4 applied to the system (4.13) requires

(La ⊗Aa +Lb ⊗Ab +Lch ⊗Ach +Lcl ⊗Acl)Q

+Q(La ⊗Aa +Lb ⊗Ab +Lch ⊗Ach +Lcl ⊗Acl)
T

− (IN ⊗Ba)(IN ⊗Ba)
T

(4.23)

to be a negative definite matrix for some positive definite Q = QT ∈Rn·N×n·N .

The state-feedback implied by Lemma 4 is then given by

K =−1
2
(IN ⊗Ba)

T Q−1, (4.24)

Let the matrix Q be chosen as

Q = IN ⊗Qa, (4.25)

then the state-feedback (4.24) is in decentralized form

K = IN ⊗Ka, (4.26)

where Ka is the local state-feedback gain matrix. The choice of Q in (4.25),
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renders the matrix (4.23) in the form

(La ⊗Aa +Lb ⊗Ab +Lch ⊗Ach +Lcl ⊗Acl)(IN ⊗Qa)

+(IN ⊗Qa)(La ⊗Aa +Lb ⊗Ab +Lch ⊗Ach +Lcl ⊗Acl)
T

− (IN ⊗Ba)(IN ⊗Ba)
T

= (La ⊗AaQa +Lb ⊗AbQa +Lch ⊗AchQa +Lcl ⊗AclQa

+La ⊗QaAT
a +Lb ⊗QaAT

b +LT
ch ⊗QaAT

ch +LT
cl ⊗QaAT

cl)

− IN ⊗BaBT
a ,

(4.27)

and Assumption 3 allows us to rewrite (4.27) as

La ⊗ (AaQa +QaAT
a −BaBT

a )+Lb ⊗ (AbQa +QaAT
b −BaBT

a )

+Lch ⊗ (AchQa +QaAT
cl)+LT

ch ⊗ (AchQa +QaAT
cl)

T .
(4.28)

With AD ··=(AaQa+QaAT
a −BaBT

a ), AN ··=(AbQa+QaAT
b −BaBT

a ) and AO ··=
AchQa +QaAT

cl , the matrix (4.28) can be concisely written as a block tridiag-

onal matrix 
AD AO

AT
O

. . . . . .

. . . AD AO

AT
O AN

 ∈ RNn×Nn. (4.29)

By Lemma 5 and Remark 5 the sufficient condition for negative definiteness

of matrix (4.29) is negative definiteness of the tridiagonal and symmetric ma-

trix 
µ(AD) µ(AO)

µ(AT
O)

. . . . . .

. . . µ(AD) µ(AO)

µ(AT
O) µ(AN)

 ∈ RN×N . (4.30)
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For (4.30) to be negative definite, it is sufficient that it is diagonally dominant

with a negative diagonal where |µ(AD)|> 2|µ(AO)| and |µ(AN)|> |µ(AO)|,
then the diagonal elements must be negative µ(AD)< 0, µ(AN)< 0. Symme-

try of AD, AN allows replacing their matrix measures by maximum eigenval-

ues (see Remark 5). Matrix measure of a generally nonsymmetric, (asym-

metric), matrix AO is replaced by the maximum singular value for which

µ(AO)≤ σ(AO) applies. Sufficient condition is then given by

λ (AD)< 0, λ (−AD)> 2σ(AO),

λ (AN)< 0, λ (−AN)> σ(AO).
(4.31)

Substitution of minimum eigenvalues and maximum singular values accord-

ing to Lemma 7 and 8 completes the proof.

Remark 6 The condition of Theorem 1 is independent of the number of

agents (i.e., the size of the system). Thus, the linear state-feedback gain (4.22)

stabilizes the system (4.13) for any number of agents.

Definition 1 We define system (4.13), where Aa = Ab as the system Saa.

Corollary 2 Let matrices Lch and Lcl satisfy Assumption 3. Let there exist a

Qa > 0 and ωa > 2ωc satisfying

AaQa +QaAT
a −BaBT

a < 0

ωaIn +AaQa +QaAT
a −BaBT

a < 0[
−ωcIn −AT

chQa −QaAcl

−AT
clQa −QaAch −ωcIn

]
< 0.

(4.32)

Then the decentralized linear state-feedback (4.15) with the feedback gain

(4.22) and p = 1 stabilizes the LTI system Saa.
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Remark 7 Corollary 2 considers system Saa with a simpler structure com-

pared to that of the Sab. Structure of Saa describes a homogenous set of

agents representing, for example, both-sides-clamped morphing wing. In

other words, the boundary conditions are the same for both sides. Thus we

get a simpler set of conditions, which makes it easier to find the solution.

4.5 Relaxation of the LMI Condition

This section presents an LMI relaxation procedure and control design strategy

based on the developments of Section IV. Considering system Saa for control

design might still be infeasible for some systems. Thus we use relaxation

where the inequality ωa −2ωc > 0 is instead replaced by

αωa −2ωc > 0, (4.33)

where α ≥ 1. After this minor modification, the LMIs are efficiently solvable

by using standard LMI tools such as MATLAB, CVX, MOSEK, etc.

With respect to this simplification and relaxation, the solution must be

verified by substituting the resulting Qa into the matrix (4.29), and checking

if it is indeed negative definite. Then the resulting controller also stabilizes

the system Sab with a nonhomogenous set of agents.

The following algorithm based on considerations from Remark 7 offers

a feasible method for finding stabilizing decentralized state feedback for the

system Sab. The proposed control design is presented on a numerical model

of a flexible morphing wing from Section 2. The structure has 20 nodes, and

the order of the system is 240. By an appropriate arrangement of state vari-

ables in the system model, we obtain a dynamical system in the form of the

Sab with the single-agent dynamics given by system matrices Aa(Ab) ∈ R6×6

and the inner coupling matrices Ach(Acl) =R6×6. Each agent has one control
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input. The topology of the underlying inherent interconnections between the

agents is described by the matrix Lch ∈RN×N and Lcl ∈RN×N . The following

algorithm describes the decentralized system control design based on Corol-

lary 2.

Algorithm 2

1. Set α = 1

2. Solve LMIs

AaQa +QaAT
a −BaBT

a < 0

ωaIn +AaQa +QaAT
a −BaBT

a < 0[
−ωcIn AT

chQa +QaAcl

AT
clQa +QaAch −ωcIn

]
< 0

−Qa < 0

2ωc −αωa < 0

3. If LMIs are not feasible, decrease α and go to 2)

4. Substitute Qa into (4.29)

5. Check if the matrix (4.29) is negative definite

6. Compute the local state feedback gain Ka (4.22)
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4.6 Simulation Case Study

This section brings the numerical experiment using the aeroelastic model

from Section 2. In the controller synthesis and system analysis below, an

aeroelastic model with 240 states meaning 20 agents of order 12, is used. Pa-

rameters of the model are chosen to correspond to a 2m aeroelastic wing with

1st structural mode having the frequency of 3.28Hz and 2nd structural mode

20.61Hz. The wing parameters were chosen concerning natural frequencies

from experimental modal analysis [50] to get closer to the real wing behav-

ior. The flutter speed of our model was determined based on the system’s

pole movement in the complex plane concerning airspeed. All system poles

were in the left half complex plane until the airspeed 22m/s, where the system

became unstable. Therefore the airspeed of 22m/s is also a flutter (or critical)

speed.

After applying Algorithm 2 to the aeroelastic morphing wing model, we

obtain the stabilizing state feedback gain matrix Ka. The resulting closed-loop

system response is compared in the frequency domain with the undamped

morphing wing in Figure 4.3. For all Bode plots, the input is the first node

vertical disturbance, and the output is the 20th node vertical displacement.

The magnitude Bode plot of both systems shows closed-loop damping. De-

spite of system stabilization and its significant damping, the first resonant

frequency and DC gain was shifted. From a practical point of view, this con-

troller feature is not desirable.
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Figure 4.3: Bode magnitude plots of the undamped flexible morphing wing
and flexible morphing wing with the decentralized state-feedback.

Remark 8 The resonant frequency and DC gain shift do not occur for a ho-

mogenous set of agents, i.e., when Aa = Ab. For this case, Algorithm 2 is

suitable in its current form.

Frequency and DC gain shift elimination could be achieved by adding

high-pass (HP) filters into the control design. Let us consider the effects of

first-order HP filter, HPi, modeled as a Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) systems

with matrices

AHP =
[
−500

]
;BHP =

[
−490

]
;CHP =

[
1
]

;DHP =
[
1
]

(4.34)

having the cutoff frequency of 10 rad/s. We define a new system SHP
ab where

each input i to the system Sab is filtered with a HP filter HPi. Then the Algo-

rithm 2 is executed for system SHP
ab .

It is necessary to connect HPi behind the local state feedback pKa for

closing the feedback and obtaining the closed-loop system. In other words,

the control law consists of decentralized state feedback and HP filters.

Comparison between frequency and time responses is given in Figure
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4.4. The closed-loop system is stable and damped, while resonant frequen-

cies and DC gain remain very similar to the original values of an open-

loop/(undamped) system. Moreover, the scalar control weight p can be used

for final controller tuning, setting the aggressiveness of the control law by

a single constant. Figures 4.4 also show possible differences between con-

trollers with different values p1 < p2.

The controller with p2 is more aggressive and it is also able to damp the

system more effectively. However, the control input (Figure 4.4c) with p2 has

a larger magnitude. The controller must be tuned with respect to the control

input and its saturation.
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(b) Responses to 1-cos gust - last node.
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Figure 4.4: Undamped flexible morphing wing and flexible morphing wing
with the decentralized state-feedback, scalar control weights p1, p2, and HP
filters.
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The robustness of the control law with respect to parameter uncertain-

ties and model imperfections is demonstrated below. Model parameters vary

typically due to dynamic pressure changes within a defined flight envelope,

and imperfections of the model can be attributed to identification inaccura-

cies of aerodynamic and mass parameters of the airframe. For our system

example, robustness is demonstrated in the frequency domain by showing

the regions containing magnitude Bode plots of the open-loop/undamped and

closed-loop systems for different values of parameters. Robustness analy-

sis is done for the controller with control weight p2. Figure 4.5 shows both

systems with varying aerodynamic parameters corresponding to International

Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) Standard Atmosphere from altitude 0m

to 10000m. The variation of a selected mass parameter, namely the total mass

from 4kg to 8kg, is in Figure 4.6. The red curve corresponds to the design

model parameters, which is the middle of both intervals (5000m, 6kg).

Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the ability of the proposed controller to satis-

factorily dampen the wing even under significant uncertainties in the model

parameters.

In Figure 4.5 where the altitude was changed, the frequency response shift

is evident in the Magnitude direction. This magnitude change is significantly

smaller for a closed-loop system, which is stable for the entire range and

all magnitude peaks are well-damped. The variation of the mass parameter

from Figure 4.6 shows frequency responses shifting in the frequency axis.

Also, in this case, the closed-loop system is stable for the whole range, and

magnitude peaks are reduced effectively. Therefore the damping function of

the controller is robust with respect to significant model parameter changes.

The performance of the control law was also investigated in the terms of

flutter stability. The aeroelastic wing model has critical flutter speed 22m/s.

We reached an improvement of 41% by using decentralized controller with

scalar control weight p2 from previous example. It means, the critical flutter
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Figure 4.5: Bode magnitude plots of undamped systems and closed-loop sys-
tems with various pressure and temperature parameters (transparent colored
areas), solid lines correspond to design model parameters.

Figure 4.6: Bode magnitude plots of undamped systems and closed-loop sys-
tems with various mass parameter (colored areas), solid lines correspond to
design model parameters.

speed with the controller is 31m/s.

Increased damping of aeroelastic modes is also responsible for gust re-
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sponse improvement. In the time simulation shown in the Figure 4.7 we can

see a ”1-cosine” discrete gust [51] response of undamped and closed-loop

systems. For the sake of clarity, only ten agents’ responses are depicted. The

time simulation was performed with a free-stream velocity of 22.5m/s where

the (uncontrolled) wing becomes unstable. In contrast to undamped system

the capability for gust load attenuation with decentralized controller is clear.

Figure 4.8 also shows the root bending moment reduction of the wing with

the control system and corresponding control action.

The wing deflection naturally increases with increasing distance from the

wing root. The same applies to control input which is the largest for the

wing tip (Figure 4.8). This gradual increase of the trailing-edge angle of our

decentralized controller is apparent from Figure 4.9c

Figure 4.7: 1-cosine discrete gust time response of undamped and closed-
loop systems.
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Figure 4.8: Root bending moment and control input : 1-cosine discrete gust.

In the following example, we compare the achieved result with the stan-

dard LQR design. The LQ controller is centralized, and it assumes all states

available. In this case, the airspeed was 16 m/s (under flutter speed) to focus

on the vibration control only. The resulting graphs are depicted in Figure 4.9.

By tuning the weighting matrices Q and R we obtained a similar time

response as we have for the decentralized controller. However, the control

input is completely different. A decentralized controller distributes the con-

trol action across all agents (all wing segments in the wingspan). Therefore

the maximum trailing-edge deflection for all wing actuators is under 2◦. De-

spite the similar time responses, the LQR uses the largest control to the last

node (over 3◦), and other control actions to other nodes are almost negligible.

This property is more significant if the Q and R are just scaled unit matri-

ces with the same diagonal elements. In the example in Figure 4.9, weights

corresponding to the last node are 105 smaller than others. If these weights

are more similar, then the damping is lower, and the control action of the last

node is greater.

The aggressiveness of a decentralized controller can be simply modified
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4.7. CONCLUSION

by one parameter. LQR tuning of course, provides more freedom in tuning

through many elements in matrices Q, R. However, the controller tuning for

systems with hundreds of states or more could be challenging. LQR design

or other control method design for systems with hundreds of agents could be

computationally demanding or even intractable. Our control method design

is scalable and thus suitable even for such large systems.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of decentralized controller wit LQR.

4.7 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a novel decentralized control design technique for an

aeroelastic morphing wing. This technique uses a multi-agent interpretation

of the system to take advantage of the system structure and its recurring local
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dynamics. The result is a decentralized control law designed based on agent

dynamics and inherent couplings. It is these inherent couplings that make it

impossible to use standard cooperative control methods straightforwardly. In

addition, the controller synthesis is feasible even for a large number of agents,

and thus the presented technique is suitable even for large complex systems.

The control design procedure is demonstrated on a numerical example of a

flexible morphing wing. We highlight some possible closed-loop issues, their

solution, and also the controller robustness to parameter uncertainties. Fi-

nally, we compare our control design approach with LQR design, where our

controller tuning simplicity was evident.
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